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Abstract: In order to satisfy the requirement of calibration precision and traceability for space remote sensor, the absolute
radiance calibration primary radiometer (ARCPR) is investigated for establishing the irradiance calibration standard in orbit.
ARCPR is a mechanical cryogenic absolute radiometer for space application, and works at 20 K. The cryogenic environment is
obtained by the Stryn-type pulse tube cryocooler. The environment temperature is stable at 23.9658 K by high-precision
temperature controllers. The detector of ARCPR is designed and investigated based on the experimental prototype. The
experimental results of detector characteristics measurement illustrate that the sensitivity is 3.9526 K/mW, and the thermal time
constant is 134 s. The procedure of optical power measurement is optimised for satisfying the requirements of in orbit
measurement. ARCPR achieves a relative standard uncertainty of 210 ppm at an optical power level of 0.4 mW. Therefore,
ARCPR could be the radiometric standard for optical measurement. Furthermore, the investigation result provides the
theoretical and experimental basis for the establishment of radiometric calibration standard in orbit.

1 Introduction
The radiometric calibration is significant for manufacturing the
space remote sensor [1, 2]. Radiometric calibration accuracy has a
direct bearing on the quality of remote sensing data [3, 4]. The
radiometric calibration methods are mainly divided into laboratory
calibration and in orbit calibration. Based on higher stability light
sources and standard transfer detectors, the laboratory calibration
can achieve very high accuracy. However, affected by the
launching process and the abominable space environment, the
credibility of laboratory calibration result is lower. Therefore in
orbit calibration is necessary for space remote sensor. Currently,
the principles of in orbit calibration method are based on standard
sources or site substitution. The accuracies of in orbit calibration
methods are only 3 to 10%. Meanwhile, the radiation scale of in
orbit calibration cannot be traced to the international unit system
(SI) [5, 6]. Thus, the urgent requirement of in orbit radiometric
calibration accuracy cannot be satisfied. Referring to the
development trend of the ground radiometric calibration standard
[7–9], the new method of in orbit radiometric calibration is
proposed based on the space cryogenic absolute radiometer [10,
11]. Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China and the National High-tech R&D Program (863 Program),
Changchun Institute of Optics, Fine Mechanics and Physics
propose to develop the absolute radiance calibration primary
radiometer (ARCPR), and establish in orbit radiometric calibration
standard. Based on the ARCPR, the in orbit radiometric calibration
method can trace back to SI, and improve calibration accuracy.

The ARCPR is a mechanical cryogenic absolute radiometer,
and works at 20 K. According to the electrical substitution
principle, all of the measurement parameters can be traced back to
SI, and the radiation measurement results can be directly traced to
the basic unit of the current (I). The ARCPR has total solar
irradiance detectors and high-sensitivity detectors. The sun is used
as the calibration optical source, the solar irradiance standard is
established by the total solar irradiance detectors, and transferred to
other total solar irradiance monitor instruments by synchronous
total solar irradiance measurement. Based on the outputs of the
solar monochromator, the solar spectrum irradiance standard is
established by the high-sensitivity detectors, and transferred to
other remote optical sensing instruments by the standard transfer

chain of radiometric calibration. The standard transfer chain
consists of integral sphere transfer radiometer, solar diffuse
reflector, and earth imaging spectrometer [12]. The in orbit
radiometric calibration method based on ARCPR, not only can
improve the measurement precision of the radiance source but also
can provide the mutual comparison standard for different remote
sensors. The comparability and continuity of the different remote
sensor are remarkably improved. It is significant to develop
ARCPR for the application of remote sensing data scientifically
and effectively.

The ground-based cryogenic absolute radiometer generally
adopts liquid-helium cooled mode [13–17]. However, the liquid-
helium cooled mode cannot satisfy the aerospace application
requirements. In order to reduce the volume, and improve the
working life, the mechanical refrigeration mode is adopted by
ARCPR [18, 19]. However, compared with liquid-helium cooled
mode, the mechanical refrigerator has a tremendous thermal noise.
Meanwhile, limited by the efficiency of the mechanical
refrigeration machine, the working temperature of ARCPR is
designed as 20 K. The detector of ARCPR is made of oxygen-free
copper. The thermal links in the detector are made of stainless
steel. With the temperature increment, the heat capacity of oxygen-
free copper is increasing and the heat conductivity of stainless steel
is reducing. Thus, compared with 5 K, the difficulty of the 20 K
cryogenic detector design is increased [20–24]. Thus, the
experimental prototype of ARCPR has been developed for the 20 
K cryogenic detector optimisation and the high-stable cryogenic
environment establishment. Based on the experimental prototype,
the high sensitivity cryogenic detector is designed for satisfying the
requirement of the solar spectrum irradiance measurement
applications. The investigation results can provide the technical
storage for realising the high-accuracy spectrum calibration on
satellite of remote sensors in the future.

The development of the experimental prototype is introduced in
this paper. The experimental prototype consists of the cryogenic
detectors, the mechanical refrigeration machine and the electronics
system. In order to establish a high stable thermal environment for
the detector, a two-stage temperature controller is developed. Then
the thermal characteristics of the detector are experimentally
measured for investigating the thermal parameters design. The
measurement procedure of optical power is optimised for satisfying
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the measurement requirements in orbit. The laser power is
repeatedly measured, and the uncertainty of ARCPR is analysed.

2 ARCPR experimental prototype design
The experimental prototype is shown in Fig. 1. The height is 550 
mm, the width is 300 mm, and the total mass is 30 kg. The rated
power of ARCPR is 240 W. The detector is sealed in the vacuum
shield (<10−4 Pa). The 20 K working temperature is provided by
the mechanical refrigeration machine. The test optical source
entrances the detector through the optical system interface. 

2.1 Detector

As shown in Fig. 2, the detector consists of four components: (i)
blackbody cavity, (ii) primary heat sink, (iii) subordinate heat sink
and (d) cryogenic platform. The components are both
manufactured by oxygen-free copper. The components are,
respectively, connected by stainless steel thermal links. The
technical route of combining simulation analysis with experimental
test is adopted [25]. According to the investigated results, the
cavity and the connection structures are designed for improving the
sensitivity, as shown in Table 1. 

The blackbody cavity is designed according to the effective
emissivity simulation results of Dr. Fang [26]. In order to increase
the reflection times of the incident light, the blackbody cavity
adopts a cylindrical cavity with a cone bottom as shown in Fig. 3.
The internal surface of the blackbody cavity is sprayed by the black
paint. Experimental measurement results illustrate that the
blackbody cavity absorption is 0.999928 ± 0.000006 (1σ) at a
wavelength of 632 nm [27]. The incoming optical source is
repeatedly reflected and absorbed, and converts to a temperature
rise of the blackbody cavity. The electrical power is loaded on the
blackbody cavity by the electric heating wire. The electrical power
also converts to a temperature rise of the blackbody cavity.
According to the electrical substitution principle, when the
temperature rise caused by an unknown optical power is
reproduced by an equivalent electrical power, the unknown optical
power can be determined by precisely measuring the equivalent
electrical power [28–30]. 

2.2 Mechanical refrigeration machine

The Stryn-type pulse tube cryocooler (SPTC) has three advantages:
(i) small volume, (ii) little vibration, (iii) long working life.
ARCPR adopts SPTC to obtain the cryogenic working
environment. The core component of SPTC is the compressor as
shown in Fig. 4. The working gas is compressed into liquid and
absorbs the heat of the pulse tube. The heat quantity of the cool
head is exported by the pulse tube. In order to facilitate the
coupling between cool head and the cryogenic detector, SPTC uses
a coaxial configuration. The pulse tube and the compressor are
combined together in order to reduce the volume. The radiation
protection shield is added outside the detector in order to reduce
the thermal radiation from room temperature. The experimental
prototype uses a liquid-nitrogen storage device to reduce the
temperature of the radiation protection shield. The mechanical
cooling mode of the radiation protection shield is under
developing. The liquid-nitrogen storage device will be replaced by
the mechanical cooling device. 

SPTC adopts the PID temperature control algorithm. As shown
in Fig. 5, the temperature of the detector is reduced by SPTC. The
cooling efficiency of SPTC is influenced by the radiation
protection shield. When the radiation protection shield temperature
is reduced to the lowest, the cooling efficiency of SPTC is the
maximum. Thus there is an inflection point in the cooling process.
After about 10 h, the cryogenic platform temperature stabilised at
the target temperature (21.8 K). The temperature stability of the
cryogenic platform is only 13 mK (3σ). Thus, it is necessary to
investigate the temperature control system with a higher precision
for optimising the environment temperature stability of the
blackbody cavity. 

2.3 Electronics system

The primary functions of the electronics system are divided as
shown in Fig. 6. The computer software of the master computer is
developed by LabVIEW. The general-purpose interface bus (GPIB)
cables are used to parallel connect the multimeters, including
Keysight 34420A, Agilent 34401A, Lake Shore 218, and Keithley
2700. The temperatures of the 20 K temperature field are both
measured by the thin film resistance temperature sensors
(Cernox-1080). The sensitivity of the Cernox-1080 is −156%
((dR/R)/(dT/T)) at 20 K. The measurement range of Cernox-1080 is
from 100 mK to 420 K. The temperatures of 80 K temperature field
are measured by platinum resistances. The electric heating wires
are installed on the blackbody cavity and the heat sinks. The
electrical powers are controlled by the embedded system. The
shutter is also controlled by the embedded system. The temperature
stability of the cryogenic environment is achieved by the
temperature control system. 

3 Thermal environment establishment
The establishment of the high stable cryogenic environment is the
foundation for all the cryogenic material characteristic
measurements and the investigation of the detector design.
Compared with the liquid-helium cooled mode, the mechanical
refrigeration machine of ARCPR has a tremendous thermal noise.
In order to establish a high stable thermal environment for the
blackbody cavity, a two-stage temperature controller is designed.
The switching modulation controller is used to improve the
temperature stability of the subordinate heat sink. Based on PI
controller, the primary heat sink obtains higher temperature
stability, and provides a stable thermal environment for blackbody
cavity.

3.1 Temperature controller of the subordinate heat sink

A Cernox-1080 is installed on the subordinate heat sink. The
resistance value of the Cernox-1080 is measured by Agilent
34401A, and uploaded to the master computer. Then the
subordinate heat sink temperature is obtained by the temperature
calibration curve. The temperature measurement accuracy is 0.2 
mK (3σ). In order to rapidly restrain the thermal noise, the

Fig. 1  Design of the ARCPR experimental prototype
 

Fig. 2  Sectional view of the detector
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temperature controller of the subordinate heat sink needs rapid
adjustment capability. The switching modulation algorithm is
designed as shown in Fig. 7. The input of the switching modulation
algorithm is the temperature difference (ESHS(n)), which is
depicted as

ESHS(n) = T0SHS − TSHS . (1)

where T0SHS is the target temperature, TSHS is the real-time
temperature of the subordinate heat sink. As a first-order inertial
system, the real-time temperature of the subordinate heat sink has
hysteresis quality. The switching modulation algorithm can
suppress the overshoot by judging the temperature difference
variety (ΔESHS(n)), which is expressed as

ΔESHS(n) = ESHS(n) − ESHS(n − 1) . (2)

As shown in Fig. 7, the output of the temperature control
algorithm of switching modulation is electrical heating power
(P(n)). When |ESHS(n)| is bigger than 2 mK, P(n) is only depended
on ESHS(n). When |ESHS(n)| is smaller than 2 mK, P(n) is depended
on ESHS(n) and ΔESHS(n).

According to the temperature variation, the switching
modulation algorithm adjusts the electrical heating power of the
subordinate heat sink. The cryogenic experiment results illustrate
that when loaded an average electrical heating power of 30.33 mW,
the subordinate heat sink temperature stabilised at 22.255 ± 0.002 
K (3σ). The environment temperature stability is improved from 13
to 2 mK.

3.2 Temperature controller of the primary heat sink

The temperature sensor (Cernox-1080) is installed on the primary
heat sink. The resistance value of the Cernox-1080 is measured by
Agilent 3458A, and uploaded to the temperature control computer.
Then the primary heat sink temperature is obtained by the
temperature calibration curve. The temperature measurement
accuracy is 0.03 mK (3σ). Based on the proportional integral (PI)
algorithm, the temperature controller of the primary heat sink is
developed. The transfer function (C(s)) of PI algorithm is
expressed as

C(s) = P(s)
E(s) = KP 1 + I

s . (3)

where KP is the proportional factor, I is the integral factor, P(s) is
the output electrical power, E(s) is the input temperature difference,
which is depicted as

E(s) = T0PHS − TPHS . (4)

here T0PHS is the target temperature, TPHS is the real-time
temperature of the primary heat sink. The control factors (KP and I)
are determined by the mathematical model of the primary heat
sink.

When the subordinate heat sink temperature is stable, a constant
electrical heating power is loaded on the primary heat sink. Then
the mathematical model of the primary heat sink is obtained by
fitting the temperature response curve. The mathematical model of
the primary heat sink is expressed as

H(s) = 0.0001239
s + 0.002353 (5)

Table 1 Optimized thermal parameters of the cryogenic detector
Cryogenic detector components Mass, g Heat capacity, J/K Thermal resistance, K/W

20 K 25 K 20 K 25 K
blackbody cavity 3.9 0.02925 0.06054
thermal link 1 0.5 3000 2300
primary heat sink 478 3.585 7.409
thermal link 2 20 23.5 18.0
subordinate heat sink 350 2.625 5.425
thermal link 3 171 8.7 6.7
cryogenic platform 900 6.75 13.95
 

Fig. 3  Structure of the blackbody cavity
 

Fig. 4  SPTC structure
 

Fig. 5  Cooling process and the temperature stability of the SPTC
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Based on the mathematical model, the control factors (KP and I)
are optimised by Matlab Simulink. When KP = 289.933 and I = 
0.00354176, the phase margin is 87.6°, the gain margin is 40.9 dB.

According to the temperature variation, the PI algorithm adjusts
the electrical heating power of the primary heat sink. The
cryogenic experiment results illustrate that under the action of the
PI algorithm, the primary heat sink temperature stabilised at
23.9658 ± 0.0005 K (3σ). Thus, the environment temperature
stability is improved from 2.0 to 0.5 mK.

3.3 Establishment of the stable cryogenic environment

As shown in Fig. 8, the cryogenic platform temperature is reduced
to 21.866 ± 0.013 K by SPTC. The thermal noise of the cryogenic

platform is compensated by the temperature controller of
subordinate heat sink. The primary heat sink achieves 0.5 mK
temperature stability by PI controller. Based on the high stable
cryogenic environment, the detector design is experimentally
investigated. 

4 Thermal characteristics of detector
According to the one-dimensional thermal model, the thermal
equilibrium equation of the blackbody cavity is expressed as

C
dTC(t)

dt + 1
R [TC(t) − TPHS] = P + PS . (6)

where TC(t) is the temperature dynamic response of the blackbody
cavity, TPHS is the primary heat sink temperature, C is the heat
capacity, R is the heat resistance, P is the heating power of the
blackbody cavity, PS is the thermal radiation noise. Solving (6),
TC(t) is depicted as

TC(t) = TPHS + T2 + (T1 − T2)e−(t /τ) . (7)

where T1 is the initial temperature difference, τ is the thermal time
constant, which represents the temperature response speed. τ is
expressed as

τ = CR . (8)

T2 is the equilibrium temperature difference, which is depicted as

T2 = (P + PS)R . (9)

As time t → ∞, TC(∞) approaches T2:

TC(∞) = lim
t → ∞

TC(t)

= lim
t → ∞

[T2 + (T1 − T2)e−(t /τ)]

= T2 .

(10)

In practical application, TC(10τ) is approximately equal to T2, as
follows:

TC(10τ) = T2 + (T1 − T2)e−(10τ /τ)

= 0.99995T2 + 0.00005T1

≃ T2 .
(11)

The relationship between T2 and P can be described by linear
fitting, which is expressed as

T2 = f (P) . (12)

Fig. 6  Electronics system of ARCPR
 

Fig. 7  Temperature control algorithm of switching modulation
 

Fig. 8  Temperature stability of the detector components
(a) Cryogenic platform, (b) Subordinate heat sink, (c) Primary heat sink, (d)
Blackbody cavity
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The gradient of the mathematical model is called the sensitivity (S),
which is depicted as

S = d f (T2)/dP . (13)

The thermal characteristics of the detector are obtained by
thermoelectric experiments.

4.1 Thermal time constant

When heated by a constant electrical power, the blackbody cavity
temperature arrives at an equilibrium status from initial status. The
temperature response curves are measured by temperature monitor
(Cernox-1080). Based on the least square algorithm, the
temperature response curves are fitted as shown in Fig. 9. Then, the

thermal time constant is obtained. The experimental results
illustrate that the thermal time constant is 137 ± 2 s(3σ) at 25 K.
According to Table 1, the design value of the thermal time constant
is 139 s at 25 K. The design and measured values of thermal time
constant are agreed well. 

The experimental results also illustrate that the thermal time
constants are 134 ± 2 s(3σ) and 143 ± 2 s(3σ), respectively, at 24.5
and 28 K. According to (8), the difference between the thermal
time constants comes from the characteristic change of the
cryogenic materials. The heat capacity of the oxygen-free copper is
reducing with the temperature decrease. Meanwhile, the heat
resistance of stainless steel increases. Experimental results
illustrate that when the blackbody cavity temperature is increased
from 24.5 to 28 K, the thermal time constant increases 7%.

4.2 Sensitivity

The blackbody cavity is heated by electrical powers (P(x)), and
arrives equilibrium status. P(x) is gradually increased from 0.1 to
1.0 mW, and the increment is 0.1 mW. The equilibrium
temperatures (T2(x)) are obtained and measured. The relationship
between P(x) and T2(x) is obtained by linear fitting as shown in
Fig. 10a. Experimental results illustrate that within the temperature
range between 24 and 28 K, the sensitivity is 3.9526 K/mW. As
shown in Fig. 10b, the sensitivities at different working
temperature are calculated by two adjacent equilibrium
temperatures. The sensitivity is descending with the temperature
rise. When the working temperature is rising 1 K, the sensitivity is
descending 4.3%. 

5 Optical power measurements
Due to the long thermal time constant (about 2 min) of the
blackbody cavity, the measurements of optical power with ARCPR
are very time consuming. When adopts the traditional measurement
method of the two electric calibrations [31], one optical power
measurement period needs 60 min. The traditional measurement
method cannot satisfy the requirement of space applications. An
optimised method is proposed for shortening the measurement
period.

5.1 Measurement procedure

Before optical observation, the blackbody cavity is preheated by an
electrical heating power (PH). The optimised method consists of
optical observation and electric calibration, as shown in Fig. 11. 

At the beginning of optical observation, the electric power is cut
off and the shutter is opened. According to the cavity temperature
change (TC(t1) and TC(t2)), the equilibrium temperature (T0) can be
obtained, which is depicted as

T0 = TC(t1) − TC(t2) × exp( − (t1 − t2)/τ)
1 − exp( − (t1 − t2)/τ) (14)

The optical power (PO) can be approximately obtained by
sensitivity. Then the difference between PH and PO can be
calculated, and compensated by the electric power (POE). Under
the combined heating of PO and POE, the equilibrium status of the
blackbody cavity is maintained. Therefore, the optical observation
time is shortened to 12 min from 20 min. The equilibrium
temperature (T01) is obtained by optical observation.

The shutter is closed during electric calibration. The blackbody
cavity is only heated by the electrical calibration power (PE),
which is calculated by T01. The equilibrium temperature (T02) is
obtained by optical observation. PO can be calculated as

PO = η[PE − POE − S × (T02 − T01)]/αβ + PS (15)

where η is the non-equivalence between the optical and electrical
heating, α is the absorption of the blackbody cavity, β is the
transmissivity of the incidence window, PS is the stray light power.

Fig. 9  Temperature response fitting result of the blackbody cavity
(a) Heating process, (b) Cooling process

 

Fig. 10  Sensitivity fitting result
(a) Sensitivity between 24 and 28 K, (b) Sensitivity at different working temperature
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The measurement period is shortened to 24 min by the optimised
method.

5.2 Measurement result and uncertainty analysis

In order to evaluate the precision of the ARCPR, the high stable
optical path is built. Due to the spectral coverage of the blackbody
cavity is 300–2500 nm, the laser power (λ = 632 nm) is used as the
optical source. The stability of the optical source is improved from
0.1 to 0.01% by the power stabiliser. The output of the power
stabiliser is used as the test optical source. At the same condition,
the test optical source is repeatedly measured by ARCPR. As
shown in Fig. 12, the repeatedly measurement result is 0.4377 ± 
0.0001 mW(1σ). The relative accuracy is 0.02%. 

The sensitivity between the equilibrium temperatures can be
calculated by linear fit, as follows:

S = PH − PL
TH − TL

(16)

where PH is the high electrical power, PL is the low electrical
power. TH and TL are corresponding equilibrium temperatures.

The electrical heater is parallel connected with a standard
resistant (R). Pass though measuring the voltages of the electrical
heater (VX) and standard resistant (VRX), the electrical powers are
obtained and calculated as

PH = VHVRH
R (17)

PL = VLVRL
R (18)

PE = VEVRE
R (19)

POE = VOEVROE
R (20)

where VH, VL, VE, VOE are the voltage of the electrical heater, VRH,
VRL, VRE, VROE are the voltage of the standard resistant, R is the
resistance of the standard resistant.

Then, according to (15)–(20), the mathematical model of
optical power measurement is depicted as

PO = PS + η
αβR VEVRE − VOEVROE

− (VHVRH − VLVRL)(T02 − T01)
TH − TL

(21)

Thus, the relative standard uncertainty (ur) of ARCPR is depicted
as

ur
2 = u(PO)

PO

2

= u(η)
η

2

+ u(α)
α

2

+ u(β)
β

2

+ u(R)
R

2

+ 2 u(TH)
TH

2

+ 2 u(TL)
TL

2

+ u(T01)
T01

2

+ u(T02)
T02

2

+ u(VH)
VH

2

+ u(VL)
VL

2

+ u(VRH)
VRH

2

+ u(VRL)
VRL

2

+ u(VE)
VE

2

+ u(VOE)
VOE

2

+ u(VRE)
VRE

2

+ u(VROE)
VROE

2

+ u(PS)
PO

2

(22)

The analysis result of uncertainty components is shown in Table 2.
The electrical heater is embedded inside the blackbody cavity. Pass
through the finite element analysis, the non-equivalence is
approximated to 1, and the relative uncertainty of η is 5 ppm. 

Base on the substitution method, the cavity absorptance
measure equipment is established, the relative uncertainty of α is 6 
ppm [32].

When the optical path is locked, the test optical source is
measured on both sides of the incidence window. The
transmissivity of the incidence window is obtained, and the relative
uncertainty of β is 130 ppm.

The standard resistant is measured by Agilent 34401A.
According to the technical manual and experimental results, the
relative uncertainty of R is 50 ppm.

The cavity temperature is measured by Keysight 34420A. The
measurement accuracy of cavity temperature is determined by the
accuracy of measurement equipment and cryogenic environment
stability. According to the technical manual and experimental
results, the relative uncertainty of T is 20 ppm.

The voltage is measured by Agilent 34401A, According to the
technical manual and experimental results, the relative uncertainty
of V is 45 ppm.

The measurement equipment of stray light power is established.
The experimental and analyse results illustrate that the relative
uncertainty of PS is 80 ppm.

In summary, the relative uncertainty of ARCPR is 210 ppm.

6 Conclusions
In order to investigate the optimisation design of detector, the
experimental prototype of ARCPR is established. The experimental

Fig. 11  Measurement method design of ARCPR
 

Fig. 12  Laser power repeatedly measurement result
 

Table 2 Uncertainty analysis
Components Correction value Uncertainty, ppm
non-equivalence 1 5
cavity absorption 0.999928 6
transmissivity 0.99947 130
standard resistant — 50
cavity temperature — 20
heating voltage — 45
stray light power 11 μW 80
total — 210
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prototype is a mechanical cryogenic absolute radiometer, and
consists of the detector, the mechanical refrigeration machine and
the electronics system. This paper introduces the establishment of
the thermal environment. Then the design of the detector is
experimentally investigated.

The cryogenic environment is obtained by SPTC. The
temperature of the cryogenic platform is reduced to 21.866 K.
Meanwhile, the cryogenic platform has a 16 mK (P–P) thermal
noise. The two-stage temperature controller is developed. The
cryogenic environment temperature is stable at 23.9658 ± 0.0005 K
(3σ). Due to the compensation of the thermal noise, the blackbody
cavity temperature measurement accuracy is improved to 146 ppm.

The thermal model of cavity temperature is obtained by thermal
equilibrium equation. According to the theoretical analysis and
experimental test, the temperature response of the cryogenic
detector has a single exponential form. The characteristics of the
blackbody cavity are experimentally measured. The experimental
results illustrate that the cryogenic detector sensitivity is improved
to 3.9526 K/mW by the heat transfer structure optimisation. The
sensitivity is descending with the temperature rise. When the
working temperature is rising 1 K, the sensitivity is descending
4.3%.The experimental results also illustrate that the thermal time
constant is 134 ± 2 s(3σ) at 24.5 K. When increased from 24.5 to
28 K, the thermal time constant of the blackbody cavity increases
7%.

An optimised method is proposed for satisfying the requirement
of space applications. In order to evaluate the precision of
experimental prototype, the optical power is repeatedly measured.
The repeatedly measurement result is 0.4377 ± 0.0001 mW (λ = 
632 nm). The uncertainty components are analysed. The
experimental prototype achieves a relative standard uncertainty of
210 ppm. Therefore, it is significant to investigate the experimental
characteristics of the experimental prototype. The investigation
results provide the theoretical and experimental basis for the
ARCPR design.
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